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Birthday Foil Balloons 

Do you know that China Borun Balloon Factory has 

already produced and sold birthday foil balloons? 

The Qianjia Balloon brand of China's Borun 

Balloon factory is taking pre-orders for birthday foil 

balloons. Birthday foil balloons are produced by 

Chinese balloon factory and shipped directly to 

customers. The quality of birthday foil balloons is 

directly guaranteed by the balloon factory. There 

will be no problems in quality and it is very cheap 

birthday foil balloons. 

 

 

Product Description 

Nowadays, many families will use balloon arches as decorations for their birthday parties on 

their family's birthdays. At the same time, they will also match with birthday foil balloons, which 

will be more upscale. So the latest birthday foil balloons are a must when shopping for latex 

balloon arches. High quality birthday foil balloons are great to look at, not only with the balloon 

arch but also as a separate birthday party decoration. 

   

Because Borun balloon factory as a birthday foil balloon manufacturers. So I self-produced a 

lot of new birthday foil balloons. For example, there are long strips of birthday foil balloons 

printed with "Happy Birthday", and there are different types of round birthday foil balloons.You 

can also accessorize with sequined latex balloons to create a small but high-end birthday foil 

balloon combo. We fully accept any customized birthday foil balloons from you. 

  

Birthday party balloon decoration of course can not be without the "Happy birthday", the foil 

balloon composed of letters is also a very popular birthday  foil balloon set. Every day, many 

customers wholesale birthday foil balloons from Borun foil balloon manufacturer to Europe and 

North America for sale. Balloon dealers have fully trusted Borun balloon factory and Qianjia 

brand. We are not only a cooperative relationship, but also good friends in reality. 

  

 

Borun Foil Balloon Factory is very famous for its birthday foil balloons made in China. This is 

the best-selling birthday foil balloon set, which not only contains the birthday foil balloon, but 

also comes with other foil balloons and metal latex balloons and sequin latex balloons. 

 

The luxurious gold color will definitely make your birthday party more high-end.We accept any 

customer's customized balloon related products, our professional balloon factory will let you 

get cheap and high quality birthday foil balloons. 
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